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Individual, flexible, premium

“Move” – the new organiser system
Even though increasing emphasis is being given to design and
technology, the kitchen is and always will be the room where
we prepare meals, keep cooking utensils and store food. Now
Häcker Kitchens has developed “Move”, a new organiser
system for drawer and cabinet interiors that ensures small items
are easy to find and makes optimum use of the space available.
Order made easy
With “Move”, every pullout, every drawer and every wall unit
from Häcker Kitchens can be individually equipped. And there
are even solutions for certain kitchen utensils too, such as a
special cutlery, knife or spice insert and a holder for rolls of
cling film or foil.
Maximum flexibility
Made of real wood and metal, the boxes can be stacked on top
of one another and repositioned to create a system within the
system. This permits maximum flexibility and ensures “Move”
more than lives up to its name.
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Harmonious colours
The metal elements and non-slip liners are available in a choice
of Champagne or Lava Grey. Customers who choose a kitchen
from the systemat range can thus create a perfect tone-on-tone
look behind the cabinet fronts, from the colour of the carcases
and wire pullouts all the way to the new “Move” organiser
system.
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About Häcker Kitchens
The owner-run family company Häcker has been manufacturing modern
fitted kitchens at its site in Rödinghausen, east Westphalia – the home of the
German kitchen furniture industry – since 1965. In 2014, more than 1,200
employees generated a turnover of 406 million euros, with exports currently
accounting for around 38 percent of sales. The development of the company
is characterised by continuous growth and future-oriented investment.
Currently, more than 60 countries spread across all continents are supplied
with “Made in Germany” kitchens. The specialised trade has two product
lines available for the various market segments: classic and classicART for
the entry level and systemat and systematART for the middle and upper
price segments.
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Caption
Even though increasing emphasis is being given to design and technology,
the kitchen is and always will be the room where we prepare meals, keep
cooking utensils and store food. Now Häcker Kitchens has developed
“Move”, a new organiser system for drawer and cabinet interiors that
ensures small items are easy to find and makes optimum use of the space
available.
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The photos can be downloaded from the following link:
bit.ly/HaeckerKuechen_MOVE
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